Fresh Mineral Water™ for Every Spa

SPA FROG® Floating System
Floats in Any Spa

SPA FROG® In-Line System
Built In by the Spa Manufacturer for New Spas

FILTER FROG® fits in cartridge filter

Fresh Mineral Water™ for Every Pool

FROG® In Ground System up to 40,000 gallons

FROG® Above Ground System up to 25,000 gallons

FROG XL PRO® In Ground System with X-tended Pac Life

INSTANT FROG® Retrofit product fits In Ground Skimmers up to 25,000 gallons

FROG BAM® 90-Day Algae Protection Guarantee

Satisfaction Guaranteed!

King Technology, Inc. 952-933-6118 www.kingtechnology.com
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The SPA FROG® Floating System
FRESH MINERAL WATER™ in one convenient box

Cleaner
Clearer
Softer

- Fresh Mineral Water uses minerals to destroy bacteria so far less chlorine is required
- Fresh Mineral Water is crystal clear like a mountain stream
- Fresh Mineral Water helps keep your skin soft – you can actually feel the difference

So why have water that claims to be clean, clear or soft when you can have cleaner, clearer and softer water with FROG®. The “er” makes all the difference. It’s Easier too!

1 SPA FROG® FLOATING SYSTEM
- Pre-filled and adjustable mineral and bromine cartridges snap into reusable holder and floats in the spa.
- The mineral cartridge lasts 4 full months while the bromine cartridge is replaced every 2-4 weeks.

2 FROG® 4-WAY TEST STRIPS (10 ct)
- Precise reading of low-bromine levels.
- Helps bromine cartridges last longer.

3 FROG® Jump Start Packet
- Unique start-up shock for hot tubs.
- Fast dissolving with an effervescent action.